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Ethics for the Anthropocene – “given the great challenges ahead, how 

can we be optimistic about the human future?” 

This video was recorded at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History on April 26, 
2015 

Fred Edwards: 00:26 Well, I think it depends on what emails you're reading. A 
lot of people get a lot of things related to the areas of their 
concern. And there are people who are working in the 
opposite direction to improve the situation, and they have 
a different set of emails that they're getting that shows all 
of the progress and change we're making. (00:48) We see 
that Steven Pinker has written a book, The Better Angels 
of Our Nature in which he points out the per-capita 
violence is actually going down. Crime statistics show that 
crime is going down. Yes, we continue to do horrible things 
and if you focus on just those things, the world looks 
pretty horrible. But how many people have a broad 
balance of information that they receive to measure 
everything evenly? I don't think any of us really do. And so 
I would just offer that cautionary point, not to contradict 
what you said, what you said is important, but I just want 
to point out that there are other sides of the story where 
changes are happening all around us of a positive nature 
and the only question is will the one side, the positive 
changes be enough to overcome the negative ones. And I 
don't know the answer to that one. 

Elliot Dorff:  01:37 I just want to give one concrete example and what Dale 
said just a moment ago. California and water, right? I 
mean, we had... This is now the fourth year of the drought, 
right? All of a sudden... For the first three years... 
Remember the Joseph story in the Bible? Right? During the 
seven years' of plans... that you have to plan for those 
seven years of famine? Well, the same sort of thing here, 
too. It's only when... It's necessity is the mother of 
invention. It's only now, that first of all, we have water 
restrictions. People are talking about replacing grass with 
other kinds of ways of putting down... of adorning the 
front of your house that don't require water. (02:23) 
People are talking, are already using drip irrigation, but 
there's a limit to that because there's salts in the earth 
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that don't get washed away with drip irrigation. Yeah. 
There is the salination, which is really is used a lot and 
there's a whole ocean out there on the border of 
California, right? But, the bigger one, actually, than the 
one here... But the problem with it, is that when you do 
the salination, then that leaves more salt in the ocean, 
which is problematic for all of the species that live in the 
ocean and ultimately will be problematic for us. (03:00) So 
yes, you want to use technology, but... And technology has 
done some really good things. I mean, part of the reason 
why the earth can sustain seven billion people in a way 
that we never imagined back in the sixties is because of... 
And I mean, I like these things, but genetically modified 
organisms that have allowed people to eat that would 
otherwise never have anything to eat, together with a 
whole variety of other things. (03:26) But first of all, the 
technology is not always there. I mean, at the moment, I 
don't know if the technology is, to bring California water. 
Right? And it's when you're... That's unfortunately a 
human trait to the... along the lines of what Dale was just 
saying, that we don't really understand what's at stake, 
and so we're really... 
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